
Lojer Merivaara NOVA bedside cabinet
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The functional, safe and stylish Nova bedside cabinets are suitable for both hospitals and nursing homes.
Thanks to its pull-through drawers, the cabinet can easily be used from both left and right-hand-side.
Nova bedside cabinet is easy to handle and keep clean. Easy-rolling castors enable excellent and silent
mobility. The color of the cabinet is light grey (melamine) and as an option also stained beech melamine
is available.

Rounded edges and balanced construction ensure safe use also when using the reading / dinner table.
The angle of the reading and dinner table is adjustable. 

There’s also a model without the reading and dinner table available (model 2670).



Options and accessories

ISO 9001
ISO 13485

2680 (only the table) Table top cover2660
stained beech melamine

2670
Model without the table

Technical data and features

Frame Anodized aluminium profile and composite material

Total width (dinner table turned down) 66 cm 

Table top height 86,2 cm
model 2670: 79,4 cm

Table top width 48 cm

Drawer (w x d) 46 - 39 cm

Table top plate (w x d) 48 x 37,5 cm

Dinner/reading table 36 x 53 cm

Height adjustment of the dinner/reading table 78 – 106 cm

Castors Individually locking twin 75 mm
model 2670: Individually locking twin 50mm

Safe working load (SWL) of the dinner/reading table 10 kg

Weight 33 kg
model 2670: 25 kg

Dinner/reading table Plastic composite

Drawers Melamine

Table top cover (optional) ABS-plastic
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The story of Lojer Group dates back to 1919 when Vammalan Konepaja was founded. In the early years, the company repaired f.ex. bicycles. Today, the company
is the largest manufacturer of medical furniture in the Nordic countries and our products are used in 115 countries.
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